21 Prince Street Rochester,
New York 14607 (585)
288-6160

It has been said that in every community there
is work to be done, in every nation there are
wounds to heal and in every heart there is
the power to do it. I have known Lisa Hill
DiFusco for twenty- ve years and
encouraged her to start The LightHeart
Institute. LightHeart and the work it does,
whether empowering individuals to ll their
shoes, or empowering executives to champion
their organization’s excellence, is a testimony
to their energy, wisdom and experience, and
the power of the mind, body and spirit.

Welcome to
THE LIGHTHEART
INSTITUTE

The LightHeart Institute is Rochester’s
innovative and holistic resource for leadership
excellence, health, healing and vitality. We
offer programs in leadership development,
emotional health, physical vitality and
spiritual growth, and have been credited with
effectively guiding client journeys for over 30
years. Our programs and services are directed
by the Founder and President, Lisa Hill
DiFusco, and are designed to inspire, and
equip clients with the ability to lead more
productive, prosperous and joy-filled lives.
The LightHeart Institute is located at 21
Prince Street in the heart of Rochester’s
Neighborhood of the Arts. Steeped in early
Rochester history, the Institute is housed in a
meticulously restored mansion constructed in
the early 1900s, which was once the first
administration building for the University of
Rochester.

It is no accident that many institutions are
named sacred heart but none are named sacred
head or brain. I have learned that when your
heart makes up your mind you heal your life
and bene t your body’s state of health. You also
help to heal the world.
Bernie Siegel MD

For further information please contact us at
585-288-6160 or Info@LightHeart.com

Rochester, New York 14607

(585) 288-6160

www.LightHeart.com

Welcome to The LightHeart Institute, Rochester’s innovative and holistic resource for
leadership development, emotional health, physical vitality and spiritual growth since 1987.
THE CENTER FOR
INTENTIONAL LEADERSHIP

We develop leaders who develop leaders ™

The Center for Intentional Leadership is the
premier firm in the greater Rochester area
for Leadership Development, Executive
Coaching, Team and Organizational Health.
We work with individuals and organizations
to develop high-capacity, high-impact
leaders. Our clients range from chief
executive officers producing 700 million in
annual revenue, to entrepreneurs growing
great ideas.
SERVICES OF THE CENTER:

•
•
•
•

Leadership Development
Executive Coaching
Team Development & Organizational
Health
Holistic Approach

Lisa Hill DiFusco’s Coaching provides an
environment where open dialogue results in
sound, practical insights. I highly recommend
and endorse The LightHeart Institute and
specifically the leadership of Lisa Hill DiFusco
to other business leaders seeking to fulfill their
leadership potential.
Bill Goodrich, CEO & Managing Partner
LeChase Construction LLC

THE CENTER FOR
FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE

THE CENTER FOR HOLISTIC
PSYCHOTHERAPY

We reverse chronic conditions helping
you to thrive ™

We create a sacred space for healing ™

Healing is the permanent resolution of
emotional pain. It is ALWAYS possible.
We help clients recover from process and
substance addictions and resolve issues
related to marriage and relationship concerns,
self-confidence, childhood abuse or neglect,
shame, anxiety, depression and courage.
OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•

Individual Counseling
Marriage and Relationship Counseling
Addiction Counseling (addressing
emotional and biochemical elements)
Mind-Body Skills

What has happened to me is remarkable!
I have seen many therapists since childhood. No
one has helped me as The LightHeart Institute
has. You are one in million!
After so many other efforts of therapy have
failed, The LightHeart Institute restored my
ability to see a different path, to be thankful for
the many gifts in my life and to smile at each
new day. Thank you for helping me see another
way.

Functional Medicine is a new model of
medicine for understanding the origin,
prevention and treatment of chronic
illness. It is quickly gaining momentum
across the nation as the responsible solution
to the epidemic of chronic conditions.
Functional Medicine is based on the premise
that all systems and organs in the body are
connected. It looks beyond symptoms to
identify the underlying root cause of chronic
concerns, and understands that a single issue
can be the cause of many symptoms in the
body.
OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•

Functional Medicine Consultancy-Care
High-Quality Nutrition Supplements
Therapeutic Massage
In-depth laboratory testing

My joints no longer hurt. I can get up in the
morning without a problem, where I used to
drag myself out of bed.
Almost all of my symptoms are gone now.
I wouldn’t have been able to feel normal
without your help.

THE CENTER FOR
SPIRITUAL GROWTH

We help you connect with a power greater than
yourself through nature ™

In a variety of outdoor settings The Center
for Spiritual Growth helps clients align their
life’s purpose with their deepest calling, or
as world renowned mythologist Joseph
Campbell would say, Follow their Bliss.
These activities include Outdoor Wilderness
Retreats, Medicine Walks, Talking Staff
Councils and spiritual counseling or
direction. The Center fosters experiences of
community and communion with Self and
the world at large.
People say that what we’re seeking is a meaning for
life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking.
What we seek is an experience of being alive, so that
our life experiences on the purely physical plane have
resonances within our innermost being and reality
so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive.

Joseph Campbell

